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Abstract

Let G= (V, σ, µ) be a fuzzy graph. Let H be the graph constructed from G as follows V(H) =V(G),
two points u and v are adjacent in H if and only if u and v are adjacent and degree fuzzy equitable in
G. H is called the adjacency inherent fuzzy equitable graph of G or fuzzy equitable associate graph
of G and is denoted by eef(G). In this paper we introduced the concept of fuzzy equitable associate
graph and obtain some interesting results for this new parameter in fuzzy equitable associate graph.
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1. Introduction

L. A. Zadeh (1965) introduced the concepts of a fuzzy subset of a set as a way for representing
uncertainty. His idea have been applied to a wide range of scientific areas.

Fuzzy concepts is also introduced in Graph theory. Formally, a fuzzy graph G= (V, σ, µ) is a non
empty set V together with a pair of functions σ:V [0, 1] and µ:V×V [0, 1] such that µ(uv) ≤ σ(u)∧σ(v)
for all u, v in V , σ is called the fuzzy vertex set of G and µ is called the fuzzy edge set of G. The
concept of equitable domination [10] in graphs was introduced by Venkatrasubramanian Swaminathan
and Kuppusamy Markandan Dharmalingam. The notation of domination in fuzzy graphs [9] was
developed by A. Somasundaram and S. Somasundaram. In this paper we introduced the concept of
fuzzy equitable associate graph and obtain some interesting results for this new parameter in fuzzy
equitable associate graph.
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2. Preliminaries

Definition 2.1. A fuzzy graph G= (σ, µ) is a set with two functions σ:V[0, 1] and µ:V×V [0, 1] such
that µ(uv) ≤ σ(u)∧σ(v) for all u, v∈V.

Definition 2.2. Let G= (σ, µ) be a fuzzy graph on V and V1⊆V . Define σ1on V1by σ1(u) =σ(u) for
all u∈V1 and µ1on the collection E1of two element subset of V1 by µ1(u, v) =µ(u, v) for all u, v∈V1.
Then (σ1, µ1) is called the fuzzy subgraph of G induced by V1 and is denoted by <V1>.

Definition 2.3. The degree of vertex u is defined as the sum of the weights of the edges incident at
u and is denoted by deg(u).

Definition 2.4. Let G be a fuzzy graph. Let u and v be two vertices of G. A subset D of V is called
a fuzzy equitable dominating set if for every v∈V−D there exist a vertex u∈D such that uv∈E(G)
and |deg(u)−deg(v)| ≤ 1 and µ(uv) ≤ σ(u)∧σ(v). The minimum cardinality of a fuzzy equitable
dominating set is denoted by γef .

Definition 2.5. A vertex u∈V is said to be degree equitable fuzzy graph with a vertex v∈V if
|deg(u)−deg(v)| ≤ 1 and µ(uv) ≤ σ(u)∧σ(v).

Definition 2.6. If D is an fuzzy equitable dominating set then any super set of D is a fuzzy equitable
dominating set.

3. Fuzzy Equitable Associate Graph

Definition 3.1. Let G= (V, σ, µ) be a fuzzy graph. Let H be the graph constructed from G as
follows V (H) =V (G), two points u and v are adjacent in H if and only if u and v are adjacent and
degree fuzzy equitable in G. H is called the fuzzy equitable associate graph G and is denoted by
eef (G).

Remark 3.2.

(i) e=uv∈E(eef (G)). Then u and v are adjacent and degree fuzzy equitable in G. Therefore
eef∈E(G), E(eef (G))⊆E(G).

(ii) An edge e=uv∈E(G) is said to be fuzzy equitable if |deg(v)−deg(u)| ≤ 1 and µ(uv) ≤
σ(u)∧σ(v). Let Eef (G) be the set of all fuzzy equitable edges of G. Then clearly
E(eef (G)) =Eef (G).

Remark 3.3. : eef (G) is need not be equal to eef (G).
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Therefore eef (G) 6= eef (G).

Theorem 3.4. eef (G)=eef (G) if and only if every edge of G is fuzzy equitable.

Proof. Let every edge of G is fuzzy equitable. Then G=eef (G). Therefore G=eef (G). Further,
since every edge of G is fuzzy equitable every edge of G is fuzzy equitable . Therefore eef (G) =G.
Therefore eef (G) =eef (G).

conversely, let eef (G) =eef (G). Suppose G has a non-fuzzy equitable edge say e=uv. Then u and
v are not adjacent in eef (G) and hence u and v are adjacent in eef (G). Since e=uv in G, u and v
are not adjacent in G and hence u and v are not adjacent in eef (G). Therefore eef (G) 6= eef (G) a
contradiction. Hence every edge of G is fuzzy equitable.

Definition 3.5. Let G be a fuzzy graph and let H be a fuzzy graph such that eef (H) =G. Then H
is called a pre-e-fuzzy equitable graph of G. Pre-e-fuzzy equitable graph of G is not unique. The set
of all pre-e-fuzzy equitable graph of G is denoted by eef (G).
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Therefore H1 ,H2∈eef (G).

Theorem 3.6. Let G be a fuzzy graph. Let H=eef (G). Then every edge of H is degree equitable
fuzzy graph if and only if the following holds: If u and v are degree fuzzy equitable and adjacent in
G then defG (u) and defG (v) are fuzzy equitable.

Proof. Let H=eef (G). Therefore Eef (G) =E(H). Assume that if u and v are degree fuzzy equitable
and adjacent in G, then defG (u) and defG (v) are fuzzy equitable. Let e=uv∈E(H). Then u and v are
degree fuzzy equitable in G. As defH (u) =defG (u) and defH (v) =defG (v) and as defG (u) and defG (v)are fuzzy
equitable, we get that u and v are degree fuzzy equitable in H.

Conversely, assume that every edge of H is degree equitable. Let e=uv∈E(H). Then u and v are
degree fuzzy equitable and adjacent in G. Hence the theorem.

Theorem 3.7. If G and H are two fuzzy graphs, then eef (G�H) =eef (G)�eef (H).

Proof. Let (u, v), (x, y)∈V (G�H) such that

|defG�H(u, v)−defG�H(x, y)| ≤ 1

⇒|defG (u)+defH (v)−defG (x)−defH (y)| ≤ 1

⇒|[defG (u)−defG (x)]−[defH (v)−defH (y)]| ≤ 1

⇒||defG (u)−defG (x)|−|defH (v)−defH (y)|| ≤ 1. (3.1)

If (u, v) and (x, y) are adjacent in eef (G�H), then (u, v) and (x, y) are adjacent and degree fuzzy
equitable in G�H , either u=x in V (G) and vy∈E(H) or ux∈E(G) and v=y in V (H). Using (3.1)
we get that either u=x in V (G) and v and y are adjacent and fuzzy equitable in G and v=y in H or
u and x are adjacent and fuzzy equitable in G and v=y in V (H). i.e either u=x in V (eef (G)) and
uy∈E(eef (H)) or ux∈E(eef (G)) and v=y in V (eef (H)). i.e v=y in V (eef (H)). i.e (u, v) and (x, y)
are adjacent in eef (G)�eef (H).

Conversely, let (u, v) and (x, y) be adjacnet in eef (G)�eef (H). Then u=x in V (eef (G)) and
vy∈E(eef (H)) or ux∈E(eef (G)) and v=y in V (eef (H)). i.e u=x in V (G) and v and y are ad-
jacent and fuzzy equitable in H or u and x are adjacent and fuzzy equitable in G or v=y in
V (H). This implies that (u, v) and (x, y) are adjacent in (G�H) and |defG�H(u, v)−defG�H(x, y)| =
||defG (u)−defG (x)|−|defH (y)−defH (v)|| ≤ 1. Since u and x are fuzzy equitable in H. Hence (u, v), (x, y)
are adjacent and degree fuzzy equitable in G�H. That is (u,v) (x,y) are adjacent in eef (G�H).

Theorem 3.8. For fuzzy graph G such that G and G have no fuzzy equitable isolates, then

γefe(G)+γefe(G) ≤ n.

Proof. Since Gand G have no fuzzy equitable isolates γefe(G) ≤
⌊
n
2

⌋
γefe(G) ≤

⌊
n
2

⌋
. Therefore

γefe(G)+γefe(G) ≤
⌊
n
2

⌋
+
⌊
n
2

⌋
≤ n.

Theorem 3.9. Let G be a fuzzy graph and every edges in G is fuzzy equitable. Then

(i) γefe(G).γefe(G) ≤ n.

(ii) If G and G have no isolates, then γefe(G)+γefe(G) ≤ n
2
+2.
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Proof.

(i) Suppose G is a fuzzy graph in which every edge is fuzzy equitable. Then γef (G) =γefe(G). Also
eef (G)=eef (G) . Since every edge of G is fuzzy equitable, every edge of G is fuzzy equitable
and hence γef (G) =γefe(G).
γefe(G).γefe(G) ≤ n i.e γefe(G).γefe(G) ≤ n
(since e(G) =e(G) ) i.e γef (G).γef (G) ≤ n Since γef (G) =γefe(G).

(ii) Suppose G and have no isolates the eef (G) and eef (G) have no isolates, therefore e(G) and
e(G) have no isolates.
γefe(G)+γefe(G) ≤ n

2
+2 i.e γefe(G)+γefe(G) ≤ n

2
+2

i.e γef (G)+γef (G) ≤ n
2
+2.

4. Vizing’s Conjecture for fuzzy Graphs

A fuzzy graph G= (σ, µ) is said to satisfy Vizing’s conjecture if γefe(G�H)γefe(G).γefe(H) for
every fuzzy graph H.

Theorem 4.1. Let G= (σ, µ) be a fuzzy graph satisfying Vizing’s conjecture. Let e=uv be an edge
of G such that µ(uv) =σ(u)∧σ(v) and γefe(G−e) =γefe(G). Then G−e also satisfying Vizing’s
conjecture.

Proof. The fuzzy graph (G−e)�H is a spanning subgraph of G�H for every fuzzy graph H. Hence
γefe((G−e)�H) ≥ γefe(G�H) ≥ γefe(G).γefe(H) =γefe(G−e).γefe(H). Thus G−e also satisfies
Vizing’s conjecture.

5. Conclusion

There is scope for lot of research in the study of vulnerability of Networks. In addition to
Interconnection networks where the study can be made, the mobile networks also provide an area
for research. This paper we have introduced the concepts of fuzzy equtable domination and fuzzy
equitable independent. Further study is being made on the total fuzzy equitable domination.
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